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How to Build a BrikMarelo H. de Carvalho�Dept. of Computing and Statistis,ufms, Campo Grande, Brasil andUniversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada Cl�audio L. LuhesiyInstitute of Computing,uniamp, Campinas, BrasilU. S. R. MurtyzUniversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, CanadaDEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF PROFESSOR CLAUDE BERGEAbstratAn edge e of a brik G is removable if G� e is mathing overed. A removable edgee is b-invariant if G � e has exatly one brik. A removable edge e is thin if, for eahbarrier B of G � e, the graph G � e � B has preisely jBj � 1 isolated verties, eahof whih has degree two in G� e. Improving upon a theorem proved in [4℄ and [5℄, weshow here that every brik di�erent from the three basi briks K4, C6 and the Petersengraph has a b-invariant edge that is thin. It follows from this result that all briks anbe generated from the three basi briks by means of four simple operations.A ut C of a brik G is a separating ut of G if eah of the two graphs obtained byshrinking a shore of C to a single vertex is mathing overed. A brik is solid if it doesnot have any nontrivial separating uts. Solid briks have many interesting properties([4℄) and may be thought of as building bloks of briks themselves. The omplexitystatus of deiding whether a given brik is solid is not known. Here, by using ourtheorem on the existene of thin edges, we show that every simple planar solid brik isan odd wheel.1 IntrodutionAll graphs onsidered in this paper are loopless. For any 3-onneted graph H, learly anygraph G that is obtained from H by adding an edge is also 3-onneted. Now suppose thatH is a 3-onneted graph with a vertex x of degree greater than three and let H 0 be a graphobtained from H by splitting x into two verties b1 and b2 suh that eah bi has at leasttwo neighbours in H 0. Then the graph G := H 0 + b1b2 is said to be obtained from H byan expansion of the vertex x. It is not diÆult to see that G is 3-onneted. The followingtheorem is one of the basi fats onerning 3-onneted graphs.�Supported by npq, Brasil, by pronex/npq (664107/1997-4), by FUNDECT-MS(0284/01) and a Fel-lowship from the University of Waterloo, Canada.ySupported by a grant from npq. Supported by pronex/npq (664107/1997-4).zWork done during this author's visit to uniamp during Marh-April 2001 and February-Marh 2002,with the support of pronex/npq, Brasil. 1



2 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyTheorem 1.1 (See [19℄ and [18℄)Every 3-onneted graph may be obtained from K4 by means of edge additions and vertexexpansions.A nontrivial graph G is biritial if G�fu; vg has a perfet mathing for any two vertiesu and v of G. Briks, whih are 3-onneted biritial graphs, play an important role inmathing theory. The main objet of this paper is to prove an analogue of Theorem 1.1 forbriks.The graph obtained from a brik by the addition of an edge is also a brik. But a vertexexpansion of a brik does not even preserve the parity of the number of verties. However,suppose that H is a brik and let H 0 be a graph obtained from H by splitting a vertexx as desribed earlier. Now, let G be a graph obtained from H 0 by adding a new vertexa and joining it to b1 and b2 and to some vertex w in V (H � x). Then it an be shownthat G is also a brik. We refer to this operation as an expansion of the vertex x by abarrier of size two. (The reason for the hoie of this terminology will be made lear lateron.) Apart from edge additions and expansions of verties by barriers of size two, thereare two other operations of expansions that may also be used to obtain new briks fromgiven briks. (These are somewhat more ompliated to desribe and will be presented insetion 6.) We shall prove that every brik other than three briks alled the basi briks(see Figure 1) an be obtained from one of them by a sequene of appliations of the fouroperations mentioned above.This work relies heavily on the theory of mathing overed graphs. We begin with abrief aount of the salient onepts and theorems from that theory.2 Mathing Covered GraphsAn edge e of a graph G is admissible if there is some perfet mathing of G that ontains e.A graph is mathing overed if it has at least two verties, is onneted and eah of its edgesis admissible. There is an extensive theory of mathing overed graphs, see [12℄ and [13℄.We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basi onepts and results onerningmathings and mathing overed graphs. However, we shall review a few basi de�nitionsand results that are relevant to this work. For notation and terminology not de�ned here,see [4℄ and [5℄ and [12℄.2.1 Briks and BraesFor a subset X of the vertex set V of a graph G, we denote the oboundary of X by r(X).A ut of G is a subset of the edge set E of the form r(X) for some subset of V . If G isonneted and C := r(X), then X and X are the only two subsets of V whose oboundariesare equal to C. In this ase, we refer to X and X as the shores of C and refer to propertiesof the subgraphs G[X℄ and G[X ℄ as the properties of X and X, respetively. For example,if C := r(X) and G[X℄ is bipartite and G[X ℄ is nonbipartite, then we shall refer to X asthe bipartite shore of C and X as the nonbipartite shore of C. A ut C is trivial if one ofits shores has ardinality one.



How to Build a Brik 3For a ut C := r(X) of G the graph obtained from G by shrinking X to a single vertexx is denoted by GfX ! xg. Similarly, the graph obtained from G by shrinking X to asingle vertex x is denoted by GfX ! xg. These two graphs GfX ! xg and GfX ! xg arealled the C-ontrations of G.A ut C of a mathing overed graph G is a separating ut of G if the two C-ontrationsof G are also mathing overed. A ut C of G is a tight ut of G if jC \M j = 1 for everyperfet mathingM of G. It is easy to see that every tight ut of G is a separating ut of G.Thus, if C is a nontrivial tight ut of G, the two C-ontrations of G are mathing overedgraphs that have fewer verties than G. If either of the C-ontrations has a nontrivial tightut, that graph an be further deomposed into even smaller mathing overed graphs. Thisproedure an be repeated until one obtains a list of graphs eah of whih is a mathingovered graph that has no nontrivial tight uts. This proedure is known as a tight utdeomposition of G.A mathing overed graph that is bipartite and has no nontrivial tight uts is a brae,and one that is nonbipartite and has no nontrivial tight uts is a brik. Figure 1 shows threebriks (the omplete graph K4, the omplement C6 of the 6-iruit and the Petersen graphP ) whih have played important roles in our work. We shall refer to these three briks asthe basi briks.
PSfrag replaements K4 C6 PFigure 1: The three basi briksTwo uts r(X) and r(Y ) of a graph G are said to ross eah other if X \ Y , X \ Y ,Y \X and X \ Y are all nonempty. Cuts C and D that do not ross are laminar to eahother; in this ase, one of the shores of C inludes a shore of D. We shall need the followingproperty of tight uts:Proposition 2.1 (See [12℄)Let G be a mathing overed graph and let r(X) and r(Y ) be two tight uts suh thatjX\Y j is odd. Then r(X\Y ) and r(X\Y ) are also tight. Furthermore, no edge onnetsX \ Y to Y \X.Using the above proposition, Lov�asz proved the following fundamental theorem:



4 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyTheorem 2.2 (See [12℄)Any two tight ut deompositions of a mathing overed graph yield the same list of briksand braes (exept possibly for multipliities of edges).In partiular, any two tight ut deompositions of a mathing overed graph G yield thesame number of briks; this number is denoted by b(G). A near-brik is a mathing overedgraph G with b(G) = 1.The properties of a mathing overed graph an often be analyzed by analyzing its briksand braes separately. (For example, a mathing overed graph has a PfaÆan orientationif and only if eah of its briks and braes has a PfaÆan orientation, see [9℄.) For this rea-son, it is important to understand the struture of briks and braes and to have indutiveproedures that an be used to generate them. In [15℄ MCuaig desribed a proedure forgenerating braes and used it (in an unpublished paper) to provide a onstrutive hara-terization of bipartite mathing overed graphs that have a PfaÆan orientation. In thispaper we show how every brik may be built from the three basi briks (�gure 1) by meansof four simple operations. A detailed statement of this will be given in setion 2.4.2.2 Removable EdgesAn edge e of a mathing overed graph G is said to be removable if the graph G� e is alsomathing overed. The funtion b(G) satis�es the following monotoniity property:Proposition 2.3 (See [4℄)For any removable edge e of a mathing overed graph G, b(G� e) � b(G).A removable edge e of G is b-invariant if b(G� e) = b(G). In partiular, if G is a brik, anedge e of G is b-invariant if G � e is a mathing overed graph with b(G � e) = b(G) = 1;in other words, e is b-invariant if G � e is a near-brik. (In [4℄ and [5℄, we referred toa removable b-invariant edge as a b-removable edge.) The two briks K4 and C6 have noremovable edges at all. Every edge of the Petersen graph is removable but is not b-invariant.We proved the following theorem in [4℄ and [5℄.Theorem 2.4Every brik distint from K4, C6 and P has a b-invariant edge.A Petersen brik is a brik whose underlying simple graph is the Petersen graph. Thefollowing strengthening of the above Theorem was also proved in [4℄ and [5℄.Theorem 2.5Every brik that is not a Petersen brik and is distint from K4, C6 has a b-invariant edgee suh that the brik of G� e is not a Petersen brik.In fat, the main theorem in [4℄ and [5℄ is stronger than even Theorem 2.5. We usedthat theorem in [6℄ to �nd optimal ear deompositions of mathing overed graphs.



How to Build a Brik 52.3 BarriersLet G be a graph that has a perfet mathing. A nonempty subset B of V (G) is a barrierof G if O(G�B) = jBj, where O(G�B) denotes the number of odd omponents of G�B.All singletons are barriers; these are trivial. The graph in �gure 2(a) shows a brik G; ithas no nontrivial barriers. The edges e, e0 and f are b-invariant in G. Figure 2(b) showsthe graph G� e; it has two nontrivial maximal barriers B1 and B2 that are indiated. Thereader will easily be able to hek that G� e0 has two nontrivial maximal barriers and thatG� f has just one nontrivial maximal barrier.
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Figure 2: The maximal nontrivial barriersThe following theorem plays a ruial role in arguments involving barriers.Theorem 2.6 (See [13℄)Let G be a mathing overed graph, and let � denote the binary relation on V where u � vif G�fu; vg has no perfet mathing. Then, the relation � is an equivalene relation on Vand the equivalene lasses are preisely the maximal barriers of G.It an be dedued from the above theorem that the maximal barriers of any mathingovered graph G partition V (G). This partition is alled the anonial partition of G.Let B be a barrier of G and let K be a omponent of G�B. Then it is easy to see thatr(V (K)) is a tight ut of G. We shall say that r(V (K)) is a tight ut assoiated with B.Suh tight uts are known as barrier uts. A mathing overed graph may have tight utsthat are not barrier uts but, as we shall see (Lemma 3.1), every tight ut in a near-brikis a barrier ut.A mathing overed graph that has no nontrivial barriers is biritial. Edmonds, Lov�aszand Pulleyblank [8℄ established the following haraterization of briks.Theorem 2.7 (See [8℄, [12℄ and [17℄)A graph G is a brik if and only if it is biritial and 3-onneted.



6 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murty2.4 The Main TheoremLet G be a mathing overed graph. For eah barrier B of G, let IG(B) denote the set ofverties of G�B that are isolated in G�B. A barrier B of G is speial if G�B has preiselyone nontrivial omponent. Thus, a barrier B of G is speial if and only if jIG(B)j = jBj�1.A barrier B of G is thin if it is speial and eah vertex of IG(B) has degree two in G. Let ebe a removable edge of G. Edge e is speial if eah barrier of G� e is speial and is thin ifeah barrier of G � e is thin. In the brik G shown in Figure 2, the edge e is not thin butthe edge f is. Figure 3 depits the two types of thin barriers of graph G � e, obtained bythe deletion of an edge e from a biritial G.
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Figure 3: Two types of thin barriersTheorem 2.8 (Main Theorem)Let G be a brik distint from K4, C6 and the Petersen graph. Then, G has a b-invariantedge that is thin.As a orollary of the above theorem, we have the following interesting property of briks.Corollary 2.9Every brik G of minimum degree greater than three has an edge e suh that G � e is abrik.2.5 An Analogue for BraesA nontrivial tight ut of a bipartite mathing overed graph is thin if one of its shores hasardinality three. Carvalho [2℄ proved the following theorem whih may be regarded as ananalogue of Theorem 2.8 for braes.Theorem 2.10Every brae G di�erent from K2 and C4 has a removable edge e suh that (i) G� e has atmost two nontrivial tight uts and (ii) eah nontrivial tight ut of G� e is thin.The above Theorem provides an alternative approah to the brae generation proeduredesribed by MCuaig [15℄.



How to Build a Brik 72.6 Outline of the Proof of the Main TheoremFor any b-invariant edge e of a brik G, the index of e is the number of nontrivial maximalbarriers of G� e. We proved in [4℄ that the index of a b-invariant edge in a brik is at mosttwo. If e is an edge of index zero, then G� e is a brik and hene e is thin. If a b-invariantedge has index greater than zero and is not thin, we shall need to show that there is someother edge that is thin.Let e be a b-invariant edge of a brik G that is not thin. Then we show that there issome other b-invariant edge e0 of G suh that the size of the brik of G � e0 is at least aslarge as the size of the brik of G� e. This leads us to de�ne the rank of e: we denote thesize of the brik of G� e by r(G� e) and refer to r(G� e) as the rank of e. (For example,if e is of index zero, then r(G � e) = jV j.) The idea behind this notion is that the largerthe rank of a b-invariant edge is, the loser it is to being thin. We shall indeed show thatthere is a b-invariant edge of maximum rank that is thin.In the next setion we shall disuss properties of barriers and tight uts in near-briksobtained from briks by the deletion of b-invariant edges. These properties are useful foromputing and omparing the ranks of b-invariant edges of a brik.As noted above, if a brik has a b-invariant edge that is not thin, then there is someother b-invariant edge of the brik of equal or higher rank. In setion 4, we shall establishthe tools neessary for �nding suh alternatives.We shall present a proof of the Main Theorem in setion 5 and in setion 6 desribethe four operations by means of whih all briks may be built starting from the three basibriks. Finally, in setion 7 we shall apply our Main Theorem to show that odd wheels arethe only simple planar solid briks.3 Barriers and Tight Cuts in Near-BriksIn this setion we shall establish the relationship between barriers and tight uts in near-briks. We start by proving the following basi fat onerning tight uts in near-briks.Lemma 3.1For any tight ut C := r(X) in a near-brik G, preisely one of the shores C is bipartite.Furthermore, C is a barrier ut assoiated with a speial barrier of G.Proof: Let G1 := GfX ! xg and G2 := GfX ! xg denote the two C-ontrations of G.Then, b(G1) + b(G2) = b(G) = 1, whene one of b(G1) and b(G2) is equal to zero, the otheris equal to one. Thus, one of G1 and G2 is bipartite, the other is nonbipartite.Adjust notation so that G[X℄, the subgraph of G indued by X, is bipartite. Thebipartition of G[X℄ is unique. Let fB; Ig denote this bipartition and adjust notation sothat jBj > jIj. Then, it an be veri�ed that B is a speial barrier of G � e, I is the set ofisolated verties of G�B and that G[X ℄ is the nontrivial omponent of G�B. 2Let G be a near-brik, C a tight ut of G, X the bipartite shore of C (see 2.1). Themajority part B of G[X℄ is alled the external part of X, the minority part I the internal



8 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtypart. See Figure 4 (the verties of the barrier assoiated with the ut C are indiated bysolid dots.)
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Figure 4: Cuts and their shores in near-briksLemma 3.1 shows that given any tight ut of a near-brik G, there is a unique speialbarrier that orresponds to it. Conversely, given any speial barrier of G, there is a uniquetight ut that orresponds to it. We shall use the following notation for nontrivial tightuts assoiated with speial barriers of near-briks.Notation 3.2Let C be a tight ut of a near-brik G. Then, XG(C) denotes the bipartite shore of C,BG(C) its external part, IG(C) its internal part. Whenever G and C are understood, weshall write simply X, B and I, instead of XG(C), BG(C) and IG(C), respetively. We shalladopt the same notational onventions for tight uts C1, C 0 et., writing simply X1, B1, I1,X 0, B0 and I 0 et., respetively.Correspondingly, let B denote a speial barrier of a graph G. Then, IG(B) denotesthe set of isolated verties of G � B, XG(B) denotes set B [ IG(B) and CG(B) denotesut rG(XG(B)). Whenever G and B are understood, we shall write simply I, X and C,instead of IG(B), XG(B) and CG(B), respetively. We shall adopt the same notationalonventions for speial barriers B1 and B0 et., writing simply I1, X1, C1, I 0, X 0 and C 0et., respetively.In general, not every barrier in a near-brik is speial. (For example, the near-brikin Figure 4 has a barrier whose deletion gives two nontrivial omponents, one of whih isbipartite.) However, it an be shown that every maximal barrier in a near-brik is speial.A tight ut C of a near-brik G is extremal if its bipartite shore is maximal among allthe bipartite shores of tight uts of G.Lemma 3.3Let G be a near-brik, C an extremal tight ut of G. Then, the assoiated barrier B of Gis maximal.



How to Build a Brik 9Proof: Certainly B is a barrier of G. To prove that it is maximal, let B0 denote the maximalbarrier of G that inludes B. By hypothesis, G is a near-brik. Thus, B0 is speial. Novertex of I lies in B0, otherwise B would span all the edges of G inident with the vertex,and that would imply that G has nonadmissible edges. Every vertex of I thus lies in G�B0and is isolated in G�B0, beause B0 inludes B. Thus, I is a part of I 0. By de�nition, B isa part of B0. It follows that the bipartite shore of C 0 inludes that of C. But C is extremal,whene C 0 = C. By the uniqueness of the bipartition of G[X℄, we onlude that B = B0,whene B is maximal. 2The onverse of the preeding result is not true in general. But it is true for near-briksthat are the result of the removal of a b-invariant edge from a brik. More generally, it istrue for every graph suh that every barrier is speial.Lemma 3.4Let G be a mathing overed graph suh that every barrier is speial. Then, for every(speial) maximal barrier of B of G, the assoiated ut C is extremal.Proof: By hypothesis, every barrier of G is speial. Therefore, ut C is well de�ned. Let C 0denote an extremal speial ut of G whose bipartite shore inludes that of C. By Lemma 3.3,the orresponding barrier B0 is maximal. The bipartition fB; Ig of the bipartite shore Xof C is unique. The bipartition fB0; I 0g of the bipartite shore X 0 of C 0 is also unique.Moreover, G[X℄ is an indued subgraph of G[X 0℄. Therefore, fB0 \X; I 0 \Xg = fB; Ig.Assume, to the ontrary, that I 0 \X = B, whereupon B0 \X = I. In that ase, B0�Xis a barrier of G, with preisely two nontrivial omponents: G[X 0℄ and G[X℄. This is aontradition to the hypothesis that every barrier of G is speial. Thus, B0 \X = B andI 0\X = I. By the maximality of B, it follows that B = B0, whene jI 0j = jIj, and thereforeX = X 0 and C = C 0. Thus, C is extremal. 23.1 Near-Briks Inherited from BriksA near-brik obtained from the deletion of a b-invariant edge from a brik is said to beinherited from that brik. Many properties that do not hold in general for all near-brikshold for near-briks inherited from briks. The purpose of this subsetion is to desribesome of those properties.Lemma 3.5 (See [4℄)Let G be a brik and let e be a b-invariant edge in G. Then all barriers of G� e are speial.Lemma 3.6 (See [4℄)Let G be a brik, e a b-invariant edge of G, B a (speial) nontrivial maximal barrier ofG� e. Then, graph G0 := GfX ! xg is a brik.Proof: Let C := r(X). Graph G0 � e is the nonbipartite (C � e)-ontration of G � e,whene it is a near-brik. Therefore, G0 has perfet mathings. Thus, for every set B0 ofverties of G0, the number of odd omponents of G0 � B0 is at most jB0j. Call extremal



10 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtythose sets B0 for whih equality holds. We assert that every extremal set is trivial. Forthis, assume the ontrary, let B0 denote a nontrivial extremal set. Then, B0 is a barrier ofG0 � e. If B0 ontains x, the ontration vertex, then B [ (B0 � x) is a barrier of G � ethat properly inludes B, a ontradition to the maximality of B. If B0 does not ontain xthen x lies in some omponent of G0 �B0. Graph G[X℄� e is onneted, it is the bipartiteshore of tight ut C � e of G � e. Therefore, the omponent of G0 � B0 that ontains x isthe ontration of set X to vertex x in a omponent of G � B0. Then, the number of oddomponents of G� B0 is also jB0j, whene B0 is a nontrivial barrier of G, a ontradition.As asserted, every extremal set is trivial.This implies that edge e is admissible in G0, otherwise its ends would lie in a nontrivialextremal set. Sine G0 � e is mathing overed, so too is G0. Sine G0 is free of nontrivialextremal sets, then G0 is biritial. Sine G0 � e is a near-brik, then so too is G0, byProposition 2.3. We onlude that G0 is a brik. 2The following lemma is of fundamental importane. It will play a ruial role in therank omputations that we shall enounter in the proof of the Main Theorem.Lemma 3.7 (The Three Case Lemma, see [4℄)Let G be a brik, e a b-invariant edge of G. Then, one the following alternative holds:(i) graph G� e is a brik, or(ii) graph G � e has preisely one maximal nontrivial barrier, B, and the graph (G �e)fX ! xg is a brik, or(iii) graph G� e has preisely two maximal nontrivial barriers, B1 and B2, and� edge e has one end in I1 �X2 and the other in I2 �X1,� the graph (G � e)fX1 ! x1g is a near-brik, B2 � X1 is its unique nontrivialmaximal barrier and X2 � X1 is the bipartite shore of its unique nontrivialextremal tight ut,� the graph (G� e)fX1 ! x1gfX2 �X1 ! x2g is a brik.Reall that, for a b-invariant edge e of a brik G, we refer to the the number of nontrivialmaximal barriers of G � e as the index of e. By Lemma 3.7, the index of any b-invariantedge is either zero, one or two. If an edge e is of index zero, then G� e is a brik. In thisase, r(G � e) = jV (G)j. We desribe below the proedure for �nding the rank of G � ewhen the index of e is positive.Suppose that a b-invariant edge e of a brik G has index one and suppose that B is theonly nontrivial maximal barrier of G� e. Then the edge e might have both its ends in I orone end in I and one end in X. In either ase, the graph obtained from G�e by ontratingX to a single vertex is the brik of G� e. Thus, in this ase, r(G� e) = jV (G)j � jXj+ 1.Now suppose that a b-invariant edge e of a brik G has index two and suppose that B1and B2 are the two nontrivial maximal barriers of G� e. In this ase, B02 := B2�X1 is theonly maximal nontrivial barrier of G0 := G � efX1 ! x1g and G0fX2 � X1 ! x2g is the



How to Build a Brik 11PSfrag replaements B1 B1B2e
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X1
X2 �X1Figure 5: A b-invariant edge of index two in a brikbrik of G� e. Thus, in this ase r(G� e) = (jV (G)j� jX1j+1)�jX2�X1j+1 = jV (G)j�(jX1j+ jX2 �X1j) + 2. Figure 5 illustrates a possible interation of the maximal nontrivialbarriers in a near-brik G� e obtained by deleting a b-invariant edge e of index two from abrik G. In this example, both the nontrivial maximal barriers B1 and B2 have ardinalitythree. They, as they are expeted to be, are disjoint. But B2 ontains a vertex of I1 and B1ontains a vertex of I2, and r(G�e) = jV (G)j�(jX1j+ jX2�X1j)+2 = 10�(5+3)+2 = 4.4 Removable Edges in Near-briksSuppose that G is a brik and e is a b-invariant edge of G that is not thin. Our objetivethen is to show that there is some other b-invariant edge of G that is thin. The �rst step isto show that there exist b-invariant edges (thin or not) other than e. This setion is devotedto the development of tools that are neessary for �nding suh edges. If B is a nontrivialmaximal barrier of G � e, it turns out that one an always �nd a b-invariant edge of Ginident with a vertex in I that is of degree greater than two. We begin our disussion withsome general results onerning removable edges in mathing overed graphs.The following elementary proposition gives onditions under whih a removable edge ofG� e is also removable in G.Proposition 4.1Let G be a mathing overed graph, e a removable edge of G, e0 an edge of E(G) � e thatis removable in G � e. Edge e0 is removable in G if and only if G has a perfet mathingthat ontains edge e but does not ontain edge e0.Proof: By hypothesis, edge e0 is removable in G � e. Thus, graph G � e � e0 is mathingovered. That is, G � e � e0 is onneted and eah edge of G � e � e0 lies in some perfetmathing of G � e� e0. Thus, G� e0 is onneted and eah edge of G � e0 distint from elies in some perfet mathing of G � e0. As asserted, edge e0 is removable in G if and onlyif G has a perfet mathing that ontains e but does not ontain e0. 2



12 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyThe next result, whih an be easily derived using Hall's Theorem, gives onditionsunder whih an edge of a bipartite graph is not admissible.Lemma 4.2 (See [4℄, Theorem 2.3)An edge e of a bipartite graph H with bipartition (A;B) that has a perfet mathing is notadmissible if, and only if, there exists a partition (A0; A00) of A and a partition (B0; B00) ofB suh that jA0j = jB0j, edge e joins a vertex of A00 to a vertex of B0 but no edge of H joinssome vertex of A0 to some vertex of B00.We shall now establish a general result onerning biritial graphs whih provides anessential tool in ahieving the objetive stated at the beginning of this setion. Towardsthis end, let G be a biritial graph, e a removable edge of G, B a speial (possibly trivial)barrier of G � e. Let K denote the nontrivial omponent of G � e � B. Let H be thegraph (G � e)fV (K) ! vKg. Then, graph H is bipartite, with bipartition fA;Bg, whereA = I [ fvKg.Lemma 4.3Let v be a vertex of H in A. (i) If v = vK , then every edge of H inident with v is removablein H and (ii) if v 6= vK and the degree of v is greater than two, then at most one edge of Hinident with v is not removable in H.Proof: By indution on jBj. If jBj = 1, then vK is the only vertex in A and every edge of His a multiple edge. Therefore, the assertion is trivially valid in this ase. So, suppose thatjBj > 1.If every edge ofH inident with v is removable inH then the assertion holds immediately.We may thus assume that there is an edge e0 inident with v that is not removable in H.Let w be its end in B. Let x denote the end of e0 in G that does not lie in B. Thus, ifv 6= vK then x = v, whereas if v = vK then x lies in V (K).By Lemma 4.2 there exists a partition (B0; B00) of B and a partition (A0; A00) of A suhthat jA0j = jB0j and e0 is the only edge of H that joins a vertex of A0 to a vertex of B00. IfvK does not lie in A00 then set A00 + x is a nontrivial barrier of G, a ontradition. Thus,vK lies in A00. We onlude that edge e0 is not inident with vertex vK in H. Thus, v 6= vK .This onlusion holds for every edge e0 inident with v that is not removable in H. Thisproves the �rst part of the assertion.To prove the seond part, assume that v 6= vK and that the degree of v in H is at leastthree. Observe that B0 is a (possibly trivial) speial barrier of G � e. Let K 0 denote thenontrivial omponent of G� e�B0. (Note that V (K 0) = V (K) [ (A00 � vK + v) [B00. SeeFigure 6.) Let H 0 denote the bipartite graph obtained from G� e by shrinking V (K 0) to asingle vertex vK0.Sine jB0j < jBj, it follows by indution that every edge of H 0 inident with vK0 isremovable in H 0. To omplete the proof, note that r(V (K 0)) is a tight ut of the bipartitegraph H. The graph H 0 is one of the two r(V (K 0))-ontrations of H. In the otherr(V (K 0))-ontration of H, all edges in rH(v)� e0 are inident with vK0 and are multipleedges and hene, are removable in that graph. It follows that all edges inrH(v)�e0 inidentwith v are removable in H. 2
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Figure 6: An illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.3.Based on the above results, we are now in a position to establish the required resultonerning b-invariant edges in G� e.4.1 Existene of b-Invariant Edges in G� eTheorem 4.4Let G be a brik, e a b-invariant edge of G, B a maximal nontrivial (speial) barrier ofG� e. Let v be a vertex of I that has degree stritly greater than two in G� e. Then, thefollowing properties hold:(i) At most one edge of r(v)� e is not b-invariant in G� e.(ii) At most one edge of r(v)� e is b-invariant in G� e but not b-invariant in G.(iii) If e is of index two, then every edge of r(v) � e that is b-invariant in G � e is alsob-invariant in G.Proof: Let H be the bipartite graph de�ned in the statement of Lemma 4.3. Let e0 be anyedge that is removable in H and lies in r(v). Reall that we denote by C the ut assoiatedwith speial barrier B. Cut C� e is tight in G� e. One of the (C� e)-ontrations of G� eis H, the other is G0 := GfX ! xg. Edge e is b-invariant in G, whene G0 is a near-brik.One of (C � e)-ontrations of G � e � e0 is G0, the near-brik seen above. The other(C � e)-ontration is H � e0, a bipartite graph. We onlude that any edge of H that doesnot lie in C and is removable in H is b-invariant in G� e. By Lemma 4.3, at most one edgeof r(v) � e is not b-invariant in G � e. This ompletes the proof of the �rst item of theassertion.



14 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyLet e0 be an edge of r(v) � e that is b-invariant in G � e. Let M denote a perfetmathing of G that ontains edge e. If e0 does not lie in M then, by Proposition 4.1, edgee0 is removable in G. Moreover,b(G� e0) � b(G� e� e0) = b(G� e) = b(G);where the inequality follows from the monotoniity of funtion b, and the equalities fromthe fat that edge e0 is b-invariant in G � e and edge e is b-invariant in G. Thus, edge e0is b-invariant in G. This onlusion holds for every edge e0 of r(v) � e that is b-invariantin G � e and does not lie in some perfet mathing of G that ontains edge e. Thus, atmost one edge of r(v)� e is b-invariant in G� e but not b-invariant in G. If B is the onlynontrivial maximal barrier of G� e then the proof of the assertion is omplete.Now suppose that e is of index two. Let B0 denote the seond nontrivial maximal barrierof G � e and let z denote the end of e in X . It follows from Lemma 3.7 that vertex z liesin I 0 �X and thus z is not adjaent to any vertex of X in G� e.Assume, to the ontrary, that r(v)� e ontains an edge, e1, that is b-invariant in G� ebut not removable in G. Then, edge e depends on e1, that is, every perfet mathing of Gthat ontains edge e ontains also edge e1. Therefore, graph G � e � e1 has barriers thatontain both ends of edge e. Let B1 be a maximal barrier of G� e� e1 that ontains bothends of e. Graph G � e � e1 is mathing overed, therefore e is the only edge of G thatdepends on e1. We onlude that in G the set B1 spans edge e and no other edge of G.Proposition 4.5The end z of e in X is the only vertex of B1 in X . Moreover, G[X ℄ � z is onneted.Consequently all the verties of X � z lie in the same omponent of G� e� e1 �B1.Proof: Certainly, z, an end of e, lies in B1. Let G1 := GfX ! xg. By Lemma 3.6, G1 isa brik. Briks are 3-onneted. Therefore, G1 � x � z is onneted. That is, G[X ℄ � z isonneted. Let z0 denote any vertex of X � z. Graph G1, a brik, is biritial, thereforeG1 � z � z0 has a perfet mathing, say, M 0. Let f be the edge of C in M 0. Edge e isinident with z in G1, therefore edge e does not lie in M 0. Thus, f lies in C � e.Edge e1 is an edge of G that is removable in G � e and does not lie in C. Thus, fand e1 are distint, whene, f lies in a perfet mathing, say, M 00, of G � e � e1. Then,(M 0 [ (M 00 \ E(G[X℄)) is a perfet mathing of G � e � e1 � z � z0. Therefore, vertex z0does not lie in B1. This onlusion holds for eah vertex z0 of X � z. 2Consider set B2 := B1 � z. For i = 1; 2, let Ki denote the set of omponents ofG � e � e1 � Bi. For every mathing overed graph L and every barrier Z of L, eahomponent of L � Z is odd. In partiular, G � e � e1 is mathing overed. and B1 is abarrier of G� e� e1, whene the omponents of K1 are odd.Let K denote the omponent in K1 that ontains the verties of X � z. We have seenthat all the verties that are adjaent to z in G� e lie in X. Therefore, all the verties thatare adjaent to z in G� e� e1 lie in V (K). Consequently, K2 = (K1�K)[fG[V (K)+ z℄g.Thus, G � e � e1 � B2 has jB2j odd omponents and one even omponent. Moreover, B2ontains the end of e distint from z, whene B2 is a barrier. Thus, B2 is a barrier of



How to Build a Brik 15mathing overed graph G � e � e1 suh that G � e � e1 � B2 has an even omponent.This is a ontradition. As asserted, under the hypothesis that G � e has two nontrivialmaximal barriers, we onluded that every edge of r(v)� e that is b-invariant in G � e isalso b-invariant in G. 25 Proof of the Main TheoremLet G be a brik and let e be a b-invariant edge of G that is not thin. Then G � e has atleast one nontrivial maximal barrier. Let B be one suh barrier of G � e and let vI be avertex of I that has degree greater than two. We have seen in the last setion that at leastone edge of G � e inident with vI is b-invariant in both G and G � e. Let e0 be suh anedge.A fat that should be kept in mind is that the edge e0 has both its ends in X, whereasthe edge e has either one (Figure 7a) or two ends in I (Figure 7b). (The former ase mustour when e is of index two.) Another important fat to remember is that B, a barrier ofG� e, is also a barrier of G� e� e0. Moreover, any barrier of G� e� e0 that inludes B isalso a barrier of G� e, beause e0 has an end in B. Sine B is a maximal barrier of G� e,it follows that B is a maximal barrier of G� e� e0.PSfrag replaementsC
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B BI IvI vI(a) (b)Figure 7: The two b-invariant edges e and e0We begin our analysis by showing that the rank of e0 is at least as big as that of e.Lemma 5.1r(G� e0) � r(G� e� e0) = r(G� e).Proof: Reall that edge e is b-invariant in G and e0 is b-invariant in eah of G � e and G,whene G � e, G � e0 and G � e � e0 are near-briks. As B is a barrier of G � e � e0, utC = r(X) is also a tight ut of G� e� e0. Sine e0 has both its ends in X, the nonbipartiteshore X of C in G� e� e0 is the same as it is in G� e. Therefore:r(G� e� e0) = r(G� e)



16 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyOn the other hand, note that if rG�e0(S) is any tight ut of G� e0, then rG�e�e0(S) is atight ut of G� e� e0. Thus, learly,r(G� e0) � r(G� e� e0)It follows that r(G� e0) � r(G� e� e0) = r(G� e). 2The ruial part of the proof of the Main Theorem involves the study of onditionsunder whih the ranks of e and e0 an be equal. We now prove two basi lemmas that areneeded for this purpose.Lemma 5.2Let C 0 be a nontrivial tight ut of G� e0. If C 0 does not ross C, then X 0 � X.Proof: Clearly, C 0 � e is a tight ut of G � e � e0. As G� e� e0 is a near-brik, one shoreof C 0 � e is bipartite and it must be X 0, with B0 and I 0 as its external and internal parts,respetively.The ut C 0 is tight in G � e0 but C is not. Thus, C 0 6= C. Thus, as C 0 does not rossC, the possible ontainment relations between X and X 0 are: (i) X 0 � X, (ii) X � X 0, (iii)X � X 0, or (iv) X 0 � X. Our task is to show that (iv) holds. We do this by showing thatthe other possibilities annot our.Sine C 0 is a nontrivial tight ut of G� e0, the edge e0 must have at least one end in I 0.Otherwise, C 0 would be a tight ut of G itself, whih is not possible. Now, sine e0 has bothits ends in X, it follows that X 0 annot be a subset of X. That is, (i) annot hold.The shore X of C � e is nonbipartite whereas the shore X 0 of C 0� e is bipartite. Hene(ii) annot hold.Note that fB; Ig is the bipartition of X and fB0; I 0g is the bipartition of X 0. Assume,to the ontrary, that X is a subset of X 0. Then, fB0 \X; I 0 \Xg = fB; Ig. Thus, either Bis a proper subset of B0 or I is a subset of B0. But edge e0 has one end in B, the other in I,therefore in either ase edge e0 has an end in B0. Thus, B0 , a nontrivial barrier of G� e0,is also a nontrivial barrier of brik G, a ontradition. Thus, (iii) annot hold. 2Corollary 5.3If every tight ut of G� e0 is laminar to C, then r(G� e0) > r(G� e).Proof: If G� e0 is a brik then this assertion holds immediately. We may thus assume thatG� e0 has nontrivial tight uts. Cut C is not tight in G� e0, and by lemma 5.2, every tightut of G� e0 has its bipartite shore as a proper subset of X. We onlude that in any tightut deomposition of G � e0, the brik G00 thereby obtained ontains all the verties of Xand at least three other verties. Thus r(G� e0) � jX j+ 3.On the other hand, onsider a tight ut deomposition of G � e that uses ut C. LetG0 be the brik thereby obtained. The bipartite shore of C is X, whene V (G0) has atmost jXj + 1 verties. We onlude that r(G � e0) > jX j + 1 � r(G � e). As asserted,r(G� e0) > r(G� e). 2



How to Build a Brik 17Corollary 5.4If some nontrivial tight ut C0 of G� e0 rosses C, then there exists an extremal tight utof G� e0 that rosses C.Proof: Let C 0 be a tight ut of G� e0 suh that X0 � X 0. Sine C0 rosses C, X0 is not asubset of X, therefore X 0 is not a subset of X. By Lemma 5.2, C 0 rosses C. 2Lemma 5.5Let C 0 be a tight ut of G� e0 that rosses ut C. Then, X \X 0 and X \X 0 are both evenand the following properties hold:(i) ut D := rG�e�e0(X�X 0) is a nontrivial tight ut of G�e�e0, X�X 0 is its bipartiteshore, B �X 0 the external part and I �X 0 the internal part of X �X 0,(ii) ut D0 := rG�e�e0(X 0 � X) is a tight ut of G � e, X 0 � X is its bipartite shore,B0 �X the external part and I 0 �X the internal part of X 0 �X. (See Figure 8.)(iii) edge e0 has one end in I �X 0, the other in B \ I 0.Proof: Let us �rst show that X \X 0 is even. Suppose that X \X 0 is odd. As C and C 0are tight uts of G � e � e0, then, by Proposition 2.1, uts r(X \X 0) and r(X \X 0) arealso tight uts in G � e � e0. As X and X 0 are bipartite, so too is G[X \ X 0℄ � e � e0.Moreover, G[X \ X 0℄ � e � e0 is onneted, whene its bipartition is unique. Thus, fB \X 0; I \X 0g = fB0 \X; I 0 \Xg. Let Y 0 denote one of B0 and I 0, let Z 0 denote the other, sothat B \X 0 = Y 0 \X and I \X 0 = Z 0 \X. No edge of G� e� e0 joins a vertex of X �X 0to a vertex of X 0�X. It follows that fB [Y 0; I [Z 0g is a bipartition of G[X [X 0℄� e� e0.Cut C 00 := rG�e�e0(X [X 0) is tight in G� e� e0. Therefore, X [X 0 is its bipartite shore.Moreover, edge e0 has one end in B, the other in I, whene X [X 0 is the bipartite shore ofut C 00, whih is thus tight in G � e. This ontradits the hypothesis that C is extremal.We onlude that X \X 0 is even. It follows that X \X 0 is also even.It follows from Proposition 2.1 that D and D0 are tight uts of G� e� e0.Every tight ut of G� e � e0 that has a subset of X as a shore is a tight ut in G � e,beause ut C is tight in both G � e and G � e � e0, and edge e0 has both ends in X. Inpartiular, D0 is a tight ut in G� e.Graph G[X℄� e is bipartite, whene so too is G[X �X 0℄� e� e0. Thus, X �X 0 is thebipartite shore of D. Set X 0 is a shore of tight ut C 0�e of G�e�e0, whene G[X 0℄�e�e0is onneted. Thus, at least one edge joins a vertex, say v, of X�X 0, to a vertex of X \X 0.That vertex lies in the external parts of both X and X �X 0. Therefore, vertex v lies in B,whene B meets the external part of X �X 0. But fB �X 0; I �X 0g is the only bipartitionof G[X �X 0℄� e� e0. Thus, B �X 0 is the external part of X �X 0 and I �X 0 its internalpart. A similar argument shows that X 0�X is the bipartite shore of D0, B0�X its externalpart, I 0 �X its internal part.In order to omplete the proof, we must now show that D is nontrivial and also thatedge e0 has one end in I �X 0, the other in B \ I 0. For this, let vI denote the end of e0 in I.
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Figure 8: Cuts r(X) and r(X 0) in G� e� e0Assume, to the ontrary, that vI lies in X 0. Vertex vI does not lie in B0, otherwise B0would be a nontrivial barrier of G. Thus, vI lies in I 0. Thus, vI lies in I \ I 0. Let f beany edge of G� e� e0 that is inident with vertex vI . The end of f distint from vI lies inB\B0. But B is a maximal barrier of G�e�e0 and B0 is a barrier of G�e�e0. Therefore,B0 � B. It follows that B0 �X, the external part of D0, is empty. This is a ontradition.We onlude that vI lies in I � X 0. We have seen that I � X 0 is the internal part of D.Thus, D is nontrivial. Finally, edge e0 must have one end in I 0, otherwise B0 would be anontrivial barrier of G. Thus, the end vB of e0 in B lies in I 0. 2In all the subsequent lemmas in this setion, we assume that there is an extremal tightut C 0 of G� e0 suh that C and C 0� e are rossing tight uts of G� e� e0. We shall adoptthe notation in the statement of the above Lemma. (Note that the neighbours in G� e ofverties in I are in B and the neighbours in G�e0 of verties in I 0 are in B0. Sine G�e�e0is a subgraph of both G � e and G � e0, all neighbours of I in G � e � e0 are in B and allneighbours of I 0 in G� e� e0 are in B0.)Lemma 5.6If e0 is of index one, then r(G� e0) > r(G� e).Proof: Assume that e0 is of index one, let C 0 be the extremal tight ut of G� e0. Then,r(G� e0) = ��X 0�� + 1 = jV (G)j � (��X 0��� 1): (1)By Lemma 5.1, r(G� e) = r(G� e� e0): (2)



How to Build a Brik 19If no tight ut of G� e0 rosses C then the asserted inequality holds, by Corollary 5.3. Wemay thus assume that some tight ut of G� e0 rosses C. By Corollary 5.4, uts C 0 and Cross. By Lemma 5.5, ut D is nontrivial and tight in G� e� e0, X �X 0 is its tight shore.Moreover, ut C 0 is tight in G� e� e0, with bipartite shore X 0. Therefore,r(G� e� e0) � jV (G)j � (��X 0��� 1)� (��X �X 0��� 1) < jV (G)j � (��X 0��� 1): (3)From (1), (2) and (3), we onlude that r(G� e0) > r(G� e). 2Lemma 5.7Suppose that e is of index two and r(G � e) = r(G � e0). Then the maximal nontrivialbarrier B2 of GfX ! xg � e is a subset of a barrier of G� e0.Proof: By hypothesis, r(G � e) = r(G � e0). By Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4, graph G � e0 hasan extremal tight ut C 0 that rosses ut C. By Lemma 5.6, edge e0 has index two.Let B02 denote the maximal nontrivial barrier of GfX 0 ! x0g� e0. Note that B2 and B02are barriers of G� e� e0. We prove the required assertion by showing that B2 = B0 �X.We ahieve this by �rst showing that X 02 � X � X 0. By Lemma 5.5, edge e0 has oneend vI in I �X 0, the other vB in B \ I 0. But e0 has an end in I 02, in turn disjoint with X 0.Thus, vI lies in I 02 and is therefore adjaent in G� e0 only to verties of B02. Hene, this isalso true in G� e� e0. The nonnull set of neighbors of vI in G� e� e0 lie all in B. Reallthat B is a maximal barrier of G� e� e0. Therefore, B02, whih meets B, is a subset of B.Indeed, B02 is a subset of B �X 0.Let v be a vertex of I 02. Vertex v is adjaent in G� e� e0 to a vertex of B02 � B. Thus,v does not lie in B. In G� e� e0�B02, v is isolated, whene it is isolated in G� e� e0�B.Therefore, v lies in I. This onlusion holds for eah vertex v in I 02. Thus, I 02 � I, wheneX 02 � X. We onlude that X 02 � X �X 0.We now proeed to show that X 02 = X �X 0 and X2 = X 0 �X. Sine X 02 � X �X 0,r(G� e0) = 2 + jX \X 0j+ jX �X 0 �X 02j � 2 + jX \X 0j;with equality only if X 02 = X �X 0. On the other hand, by Lemma 5.5,r(G� e) � 2 + jX \X 0j;with equality only if X2 = X 0 � X. By hypothesis, r(G � e) = r(G � e0). We onludethat X 02 = X �X 0 and X2 = X 0 �X. Finally, B2 is by de�nition the external part of X2and B0 �X the external part of X 0 �X, by Lemma 5.5. Thus, B2 = B0 �X. As asserted,B2 � B0. 2With the aid of the above lemmas we an now omplete the proof of the Main Theorem.Proof of the Main Theorem: Let G be a brik distint from K4, C6 and the Petersen graph.Our task is to show that G has a b-invariant edge that is thin. By Theorem 2.4, graph Ghas a b-invariant edge. By Lemma 3.5, every edge that is b-invariant in G is speial. ByLemma 3.7, for every b-invariant edge e of G, graph G� e has index at most two.



20 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyAmong the b-invariant edges of G, hoose one, e, suh that the rank of G�e is maximum.If possible, hoose e so that its index is two.We assert that e is thin. For this, assume the ontrary. Then, G � e has a (nontrivialspeial) barrier B0 that is not thin. Let B denote the maximal nontrivial barrier of G � ethat inludes B0. Then B is also speial and not thin. Let vI denote a vertex of I that hasdegree greater than two in G� e. By Theorem 4.4, r(v)� e has at least two edges that areb-invariant in G� e. Let e0 and e00 be any two suh edges. By Theorem 4.4 at least one ofe0 and e00, say e0, is b-invariant in G.By Lemma 5.1, r(G � e0) � r(G � e). By the hoie of e, r(G � e0) = r(G � e). ByCorollaries 5.3 and 5.4, there is an extremal tight ut C 0 of G � e0 that rosses C. ByLemma 5.6, edge e0 has index two. By the hoie of e, edge e also has index two. Wededue now, from Lemma 5.7, that the maximal nontrivial barrier B2 of GfX ! xg � e isa subset of barrier B0 of G� e0.Sine e has index two, then, by Theorem 4.4, e00 is also b-invariant in G. Arguing asabove, we may dedue that B2 is also a subset of a barrier B00 of G� e00.Let x and y be any two verties in B2. Sine G is a brik, there is a perfet mathingM of G�fx; yg. On the other hand, sine B2 is a subset of B0 whih is a barrier of G� e0,there is no perfet mathing in G � e0 � fx; yg. Thus e0 must be an edge in M . By ananalogous argument, we may onlude that e00 is also in M . This is impossible beause e0and e00 are adjaent edges. Hene e must be thin. 2By adapting the above proof and using Theorem 2.5 one may prove the following theo-rem.Theorem 5.8Every brik that is not a Petersen brik and is distint from K4, C6 has a b-invariant thinedge e suh that the brik of G� e is not a Petersen brik.6 Building BriksIn this setion we give a preise de�nition of the four operations alluded to in the introdu-tion. The �rst operation simply onsists of adding an edge to a given brik H to obtain anew brik G. But the other three operations are more ompliated and involve the notionof splitting verties in graphs. We begin with a de�nition of this notion.Let H be a graph and let x be a vertex of H. A graphH 0 := Hfx! (b1; b2; :::; bk)gis said to be obtained from H by splitting x into b1; b2; :::; bk if:(i) V (H 0) = V (H � x) [ fb1; b2; :::; bkg,(ii) E(H 0) = E(H),(iii) H 0 � fb1; b2; :::; bkg = H � x, and



How to Build a Brik 21(iv) every edge of H that joins a vertex v 2 V (H�x) to x inH joins v to one of the vertiesb1; b2; :::; bk in H 0. (Thus (rH0(b1);rH0(b2); :::;rH0(bk)) is a partition of rH(x).)The fourth operation on briks that we shall de�ne involves splitting two distint vertiesof a brik. Thus, suppose that x and x0 are two distint verties of a graph H, thenH 00 := Hfx ! (b1; b2);x0 ! (b01; b02)g is the graph obtained by splitting x into verties b1and b2 and then splitting x0 into verties b01 and b02 in the resulting graph.Let H be a graph and let H 0 := Hfx ! (b1; b2; :::; bk)g be a graph obtained from Hby a splitting a vertex x. Then H an be reovered from H 0 by identifying the vertiesb1; b2; :::; bk to form a single vertex x. The following propositions, whih will be used in theproof of Theorem 6.3, are simple onsequenes of this observation:Proposition 6.1A graph obtained from a onneted graph by splitting a vertex into two verties has at mosttwo omponents.Proposition 6.2A graph obtained from a 2-onneted graph by splitting a vertex into (any number of)verties of positive degree is onneted.6.1 The Four OperationsWe are now in a position to de�ne the four operations on briks that an be used to generateall briks from the three basi briks. We shall refer to these four operations as expansionsof a brik.Edge addition: Let H be a brik and let x and y be two distint verties of H. Obtain Gfrom H by adding a new edge joining x and y.Expansion of a vertex by a barrier of size two: Let H be a brik and let x be a vertexof H whose degree is at least four. Let H 0 := Hfx! (b1; b2)g suh that, in the underlyingsimple graph of H 0, b1 and b2 have degree at least two. Now obtain G from H 0 by addinga new vertex a and joining it to b1 and b2 and to a vertex w of H � x by an edge labelled e(see �gure 9). We shall refer to the graph G thus onstruted as a graph obtained from Hby an expansion of x by a barrier of size two. We shall see (Theorem 6.3) that G is a brikfor any vertex w of H � x.Expansion of a vertex by a barrier of size three: Let H be a brik and let x be avertex of H whose degree is at least �ve. Let H 0 := Hfx ! (b1; b2; b3)g suh that, in theunderlying simple graph of H 0, the degrees of b1 and b3 are at least two and the degree ofb2 is at least one. Now obtain G from H 0 by adding two new verties a1 and a2, and joininga1 to b1 and b2, joining a2 to b2 and b3, and joining a1 and a2 by an edge labelled e (see�gure 10). We shall refer to the graph G thus onstruted as a graph obtained from H byan expansion of x by a barrier of size three. We shall see (Theorem 6.3) that G is a brik.Expansion of two verties by barriers of size two: Let H be a brik and let x and x0 betwo verties of H whose degrees are at least four. Let H 00 := Hfx! (b1; b2);x0 ! (b01; b02)g



22 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtysuh that, in the underlying simple graph of H 00, eah of b1, b2, b01 and b02 has degree at leasttwo and has at least one neighbour in V (H � fx; x0g). Now obtain G from H 00 by addingtwo new verties a and a0, joining a to b1 and b2, joining a0 to b01 and b02, and joining a anda0 by an edge labelled e (see �gure 11). We shall refer to the graph G thus onstruted as agraph obtained from H by an expansion of x and x0 by barriers of size two. (Note that theorder in whih the two verties x and x0 are split is immaterial.) We shall see (Theorem 6.3)that G is a brik.Theorem 6.3Let H be a brik and let G be a graph obtained from H by one of the four operations ofexpansion. Then G is a brik.Proof: The proof is obvious in the ase of the �rst operation whih simply onsists of addingan edge to a brik. In eah of the other three ases, it is straightforward to verify that G�eis a near-brik. Using the de�nitions of expansions and the fat that H is a brik, weshall verify that G is biritial. This, in partiular means that G is mathing overed and,by Proposition 2.3, it follows that G is a near-brik. The required assertion now followsbeause, by Lemma 3.1, every biritial near-brik is a brikIf possible suppose that B is a nontrivial barrier of G. Sine G � e is a spanningmathing overed subgraph of G, it follows that B is also a barrier of G� e. Therefore, byTheorem 2.6, B annot ontain any pair fu; vg of verties suh that G � e � fu; vg has aperfet mathing. In partiular B annot ontain both the ends of any edge of G� e.Throughout the proof we shall impliitly use the fat that, sine H is a brik, H�fu; vghas a perfet mathing for any two verties u and v of H. We shall also use Theorem 2.6without spei�ally referring to it. Now we proeed to deal with eah of the three remainingases separately.Expansion of a vertex x by a barrier of size two: See Figure 9.PSfrag replaements x b1 b2a
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Figure 9: Expansion of a vertex x by a barrier of size two



How to Build a Brik 23For any two verties u and v of H�x and any perfet mathing M of H�fu; vg, eitherM [ fb2ag or M [ fb1ag is a perfet mathing of G� fu; vg depending on whether M hasan edge inident with b1 or with b2. It follows that jB \ V (H � x)j � 1. We onsider twoases depending on the value of jB \ V (H � x)j.Case 1 jB \ V (H � x)j = 0.In this ase, B � fb1; b2; ag. Sine ab1 and ab2 are edges of G � e, a annot be in B.Therefore, B = fb1; b2g. However, G� fb1; b2g is onneted. A ontradition.Case 2 jB \ V (H � x)j = 1. Say B \ V (H � x) = fvg.For any perfet mathingM of G�fx; vg, M[fb2ag is a perfet mathing of G�fb1; vg andM[fb1ag is a perfet mathing of G�fb2; vg. Sine v is in B, it follows that B\fb1; b2g = ;.So, the only possibility left to be examined is B = fa; vg. But G � fa; vg is onneted. Aontradition. We onlude that G is a brik.Expansion of a vertex x by a barrier of size three: See Figure 10.PSfrag replaements x b1 b2a1 b3a2
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Figure 10: Expansion of a vertex by a barrier of size threeSuppose that u and v are any two verties of H � x and let M be a perfet mathingof H � fu; vg. Then M [ fb2a1; b3a2g or M [ fb1a1; b3a2g or M [ fb1a1; b2a2g is a perfetmathing of G�fu; vg. It follows that jB\V (H�x)j � 1. We onsider two ases dependingon the value of jB \ V (H � x)j.Case 1 jB \ V (H � x)j = 0.In this ase B � fb1; b2; b3; a1; a2g. For any perfet mathing Mf of H ontaining an edge finident with b3, Mf [fa1b2g is a perfet mathing of G�fa2; b1g. Thus, B annot ontainboth a2 and b1. Similarly, B annot ontain both a1 and b3. All other pairs of aibj areedges of G � e. Therefore, B is a subset of either fa1; a2g or fb1; b2; b3g. G � fa1; a2g isonneted, G� S is onneted for any 2-subset S of fb1; b2; b3g and G�fb1; b2; b3g has twoomponents. Therefore, there are no nontrivial barriers of G ontained in fb1; b2; b3; a1; a2g.



24 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyCase 2 jB \ V (H � x)j = 1. Say B \ V (H � x) = fvg.Let M be a perfet mathing of H�fx; vg. Then,M [fb2a1; b3a2g is a perfet mathing ofG�fb1; vg andM[fb1a1; b3a2g is a perfet mathing of G�fb2; vg andM[fb1a1; b2a2g is aperfet mathing of G�fb3; vg. It follows that jB\fb1; b2; b3gj = 0. Hene B � fa1; a2; vg.For any 2-subset S of fa1; a2; vg, G � S is onneted. So B = fa1; a2; vg. The graphG� fa1; a2; vg is the same as the graph H 0 � v. It is obtained from the 2-onneted graphH�v by splitting x into three verties b1, b2 and b3. If all these three verties have positivedegree in H 0 � v then, by Proposition 6.2, H 0 � v is onneted. On the other hand, if v isthe unique neighbour of b2 in V (H �x), then only b1 and b2 have positive degree in H 0� v.In either ase, G � fa1; a2; vg has at most two omponents and hene fa1; a2; vg is not abarrier of G. We onlude that G is a brik.Expansion of two verties x and x0 by barriers of size two: See Figure 11.PSfrag replaements x b1 b2
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HFigure 11: Expansion of two verties by barriers of size twoLet u and v be two verties of H�fx; x0g and letM be a perfet mathing of H�fu; vg.Then M [ fb1a; b01a0g or M [ fb1a; b02a0g or M [ fb2a; b01a0g or M [ fb2a; b02a0g is a perfetmathing of G � fu; vg. It follows that jB \ V (H � fx; x0g)j � 1. We onsider two asesdepending on the value of B \ V (H � fx; x0g).Case 1 jB \ V (H � fx; x0g)j = 0.In this ase B is a subset of fb1; b2; a; b01; b02; a0g. For i = 1; 2 and j = 1; 2, any perfetmathing M of H � fx; x0g an be extended to a perfet mathing of G � fbi; b0jg. It nowfollows that B is a subset of either fb1; b2; a0g or fb01; b02; ag. Suppose that B � fb1; b2; a0g(the other ase is similar). For any 2-subset S of fb1; b2; a0g, G � S is onneted. So,B = fb1; b2; a0g. In this ase, one omponent of G � B has just a as its vertex. Theomponent G � B � a is obtained from splitting the 2-onneted graph H � x into two



How to Build a Brik 25verties of positive degree and hene, by Proposition 6.2, is onneted. Thus G�B has twoomponents and B is not a barrier.Case 2 jB \ V (H � fx; x0g)j = 1. Say B \ V (H � fx; x0g) = fvg.For any perfet mathing M of H � fx; vg, M [ fb2a; b01a0g or M [ fb2a; b02a0g is a perfetmathing of G�fb1; vg. Thus, b1 62 B. Arguing similarly with other elements of fb1; b2g andfb01; b02g we may now onlude that B\fb1; b2g = ; and B\fb01; b02g = ;. Thus B � fa; a0; vg.For any 2-subset S of fa; a0; vg, G � S is onneted. Therefore, B = fa; a0; vg. The graphG � fa; a0; vg is obtained from the 2-onneted graph H � v by splitting x �rst into twoverties of positive degree and then, in the resulting graph, splitting x0 into two vertiesof positive degree. By Proposition 6.2 and Proposition 6.1, G � fa; a0; vg has at most twoomponents. Hene fa; a0; vg is not a barrier of G. We onlude that G is a brik. 2We remark that the above proof also shows that, in every ase, the edge e is a thin edgeof the brik G and that H is the brik of G� e.As a omplement to the above result, we now prove the following theorem that justi�esthe title of this paper.Theorem 6.4Every brik di�erent from the three basi briks an be obtained from one of them by asequene of appliations of the four operations of expansion.Proof: By indution on the number of edges. Let G be a brik that is distint from thethree basi briks. By Theorem 2.8, there exists an edge e of G that is thin. Let H denotethe brik obtained by the tight ut-ontrations assoiated with the thin barriers of G� e.Clearly, H has fewer edges than G. By indution, H an be obtained from one of the threebasi briks by a sequene of the four operations of expansion. Thus, to omplete the proof,it suÆes to show that G an be obtained from H by means of an expansion operation.We onsider four ases depending on the index and the ardinalities of the nontrivial thinbarriers of G� e.� Edge e is of index zero in G� e. In this ase, H = G� e and G is obtained from Hby the addition of an edge.� Edge e is of index one. Let B be the unique nontrivial thin barrier of G�e. Sine e isthin, either jBj = 2 and e joins the vertex of I to a vertex of V (G)n (B [ I) or jBj = 3and e joins the two isolated verties of G� e� B. In the former ase, G is obtainedfrom H by an expansion of a vertex by a barrier of size two and, in the latter ase, Gis obtained from H by an expansion of a vertex by a barrier of size three.� Edge e is of index two. In this ase, G � e has two thin barriers B and B0, eah ofsize two, and e joins the vertex of I(B) and the vertex of I(B0) and G is obtained bythe expansion of two verties of H by barriers of size two.



26 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murty2We onlude this setion with the observation that, in view of Theorem 5.8, every brikthat is not a Petersen brik may be obtained from K4 and C6 by a sequene of appliationsof the four operations of expansion.7 Solid BriksA mathing overed graph G is solid if the only separating uts it has are tight uts. Itan be shown that every bipartite mathing overed graph is solid. However, not everynonbipartite mathing overed graph is solid. For example, both C6 and P have separatinguts that are not tight.Analogous to a tight ut deomposition one may de�ne a separating ut deompositionof a mathing overed graph. Thus one may obtain any mathing overed graph by spliingtogether graphs that are free of nontrivial separating uts. The bipartite mathing overedgraphs that have no nontrivial separating uts are braes. Nonbipartite mathing overedgraphs that have no nontrivial separating uts are solid briks.Solid briks have many interesting properties. For example, every removable edge ina solid brik is also b-invariant (see [4℄). Although separating ut deompositions do nothave many of the nie properties that tight ut deompositions have, we believe that anunderstanding of the struture of solid briks would be helpful in the resolution of manyimportant problems onerning briks. (Seymour [16℄ onjetured that every r-graph thatdoes not have the Petersen graph as a minor is r-edge olourable. Luhesi [14℄ has beenable to show that every solid r-graph is r-edge olourable.) Unfortunately, we do not evenknow if the problem of deiding whether a given brik is solid is in NP .The following proposition provides a simple neessary ondition for a separating ut ina mathing overed graph to be not tight.Proposition 7.1 (See [4℄)Let C = r(X) be a separating ut in a mathing overed graph G that is not tight. Thenboth the shores G[X℄ and G[X ℄ of C are nonbipartite.A graph G is odd-interyli if any two odd iruits of G have at least one vertex inommon. It follows from the above Proposition that every odd-interyli brik is solid.Odd wheels, desribed below are an in�nite lass of odd-interyli briks. (See [4℄ for adesription of odd-interyli graphs.)A wheel is a simple graph obtained from a iruit by adding a new vertex and joiningthat vertex to eah vertex of the iruit; the iruit is alled the rim, the new vertex thehub and eah edge joining the hub to the rim a spoke. The order of the wheel is the numberof verties of its rim; a wheel of order n is denoted Wn. A wheel is even or odd, aordingto the parity of n. Note that the hub of a wheel is uniquely identi�ed, exept for W3, whihis K4, the omplete graph on four verties; in this ase, we may take any of its verties tobe its hub. It is easy to see that every odd wheel is a brik and that it is odd-interyli.Thus:



How to Build a Brik 27Proposition 7.2Every odd wheel is a solid brik.A mathing overed graph G is extremal if the number of perfet mathings in G isequal to the dimension of the mathing lattie of G. In [7℄ we showed that every simpleextremal solid brik is an odd wheel and used that result to give a haraterization of allextremal briks. In this setion, using Theorem 6.4, we shall show that every simple planarsolid brik is an odd wheel. The following two theorems play a useful role in establishingthis fat.Theorem 7.3 (See [4℄)A mathing overed graph G is solid if and only if eah of its briks is solid. (Conversely, ifone of the briks of G is nonsolid, then G is nonsolid.)Theorem 7.4 (See [4℄)Let G be a solid brik and let e be a removable edge of G. Then e is b-invariant and thebrik of G� e is also solid.We shall also need the following propositions that show that ertain graphs that an beobtained from odd wheels are nonsolid.Proposition 7.5Let W be an odd wheel of order �ve or more and let u and v be two nonadjaent vertieson its rim. Then W + uv is nonsolid.Proof: Sine the rim of W is an odd iruit, it onsists of two internally-disjoint pathsonneting u and v, where exatly one of them, say P , has an odd number of verties.Let C := r(V (P )). Then, both C-ontrations of W + uv are odd wheels (up to multipleedges). As W is a brik, C is not tight in W . Then C is not tight in W + uv either and so,W + uv is nonsolid. 2By Theorem 7.4, every supergraph of a nonsolid brik is nonsolid. Thus, it follows fromthe above Proposition that every proper simple supergraph of an odd wheel is nonsolid.The proof of the following proposition is similar to the above proof. It uses the fat thatany spoke of an odd wheel of order �ve or more is removable.Proposition 7.6Let W be an odd wheel of order �ve or more and let u and v be two nonadjaent vertieson its rim. Then W + uv � uh, where h is the hub of W , is nonsolid.As a warm-up to the haraterization of planar solid briks, we shall �rst present aharaterization of solid briks on eight or fewer verties.7.1 Small Solid BriksThe odd wheel W3 = K4 is the only simple brik on four verties. Thus, W3 is the onlysimple solid brik on four verties. There are several simple briks on six verties, but onlyone of them is solid, namelyW5. The following theorem is learly equivalent to the assertionthat W5 is the only simple solid brik on six verties.



28 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyTheorem 7.7Let G be a simple brik on six verties. Then G is either nonsolid or is the 5-wheel W5.Proof: By indution on jEj. Sine the minimum degree of G is at least three, jEj is atleast nine. The only brik on six verties and nine edges is C6. Sine C6 is nonsolid, thestatement is true when jEj = 9. So, we may assume that jEj � 10.Clearly G is not one of the three basi briks. Therefore, by the Main Theorem, G hasthin edges. We shall onsider two ases depending on whether or not G has a thin edge ofindex zero.Case 1 G has thin edges of index zero:Let e be a thin edge of G of index zero. Then, by de�nition, G� e is a brik. By indution,G � e is either nonsolid or is W5. If G � e is nonsolid then, by Theorem 7.4, G is alsononsolid. On the other hand, if G � e = W5, by Proposition 7.5, G is nonsolid and theassertion holds.Case 2 G has no thin edge of index zero:Let e be a thin edge of G of positive index. Sine jV j = 6, it is easy to see that the index of emust be one and that the nontrivial barrier of G� e has ardinality two. Let b1; b2; a; v1; v2,and v3 denote the verties of G, where B := fb1; b2g is the unique nontrivial barrier ofG� e, a is the isolated vertex of G� e�B and fv1; v2; v3g is the vertex set of the nontrivialomponent of G� e�B. Clearly the underlying simple graph of the brik of G� e is K4.Thus, the subgraph of G indued by fv1; v2; v3g is K3. Sine G is a brik, all its vertieshave degree at least three. Therefore a must have a neighbour distint from b1 and b2.We may assume without loss of generality that a is joined to v3. A perfet mathing of Gontaining the edge av3 mathes fb1; b2g with fv1; v2g. So, we may assume without loss ofgenerality that b1 is joined to v1 and b2 is joined to v2. Thus G must ontain the graphshown in Figure 12 (a) as a subgraph.Sine fb1; b2g is a barrier of G�e, b1b2 is not an edge of G. Therefore, a perfet mathingof G ontaining the edge v1v2 must ontain an edge joining v3 to one of b1 and b2. Thus,we may assume without loss of generality that b1 is joined to v3 in G. Sine b2 must havedegree at least three in G, it must be joined to either v3 or v1 or both.If b2 is joined to v1, then r(fa; b1; v3g) would be a separating ut of G (Figure 12 (b)).This is impossible beause G is solid. Therefore, b2 must be joined to v3 and G ontains W5with v3 as its hub (Figure 12 ()). If G has any additional edges, they would be thin edgesof index zero. By the hypothesis of the ase, G has no thin edges of index zero. Therefore,it follows that G =W5. 2Now we proeed to desribe solid briks on eight verties. Figure 13 shows three brikson eight verties. The �rst of these is the odd wheel W7. The seond is the M�obius ladderM8. Briks W7 and M8 are odd-interyli and hene are solid. The third graph S8 is thesmallest example of a solid brik that is not odd-interyli.
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(a) (b) ()Figure 12: An unavoidable subgraph of a solid brik on six verties

PSfrag replaements W7 M8 S8Figure 13: Minimal solid briks on eight vertiesNo simple graph on eight verties that properly ontains either W7 or S8 is solid, butthere are simple solid briks that an be obtained by adding edges to M8. However, thefollowing theorem shows that these three graphs are the only minimal solid briks on eightverties. (A brik G is minimal if it has no edge e suh that G� e is a brik. Thus, everythin edge of a minimal brik has index greater than zero.)Theorem 7.8Every minimal solid brik on eight verties is isomorphi to one of the three briks shownin Figure 13.Proof: Let G be a minimal solid brik on eight verties. Clearly, G is distint from the threebasi briks. Therefore, by the Main Theorem, G has a thin edge e. By minimality, theindex of e is greater than zero. There are three possible ases depending on the ardinalitiesand the number of nontrivial maximal barriers of G� e. We analyze these separately.Case 1 The index of e is two.



30 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyIn this ase, G� e has two barriers of size two and the underlying simple graph of the brikof G� e is K4. Let B := fb1; b2g and B0 := fb01; b02g be the two nontrivial barriers of G� e,a1 and a2 be the isolated verties of G� e�B and G� e�B0, respetively, and let v1 andv2 be the remaining two verties of G. A perfet mathing of G�B0 must math a1 with a2and the verties of B with fv1; v2g. Similarly, a perfet mathing of G�B must math a1with a2 and the verties of B0 with fv1; v2g. Thus, by renaming the verties, if neessary,we may assume that the graph H shown in Figure 14 is a subgraph of G.PSfrag replaements
a1 a2b1b2 b01b02

v1v2
Figure 14: A subgraph H of G when e is of index twoAs G is a brik, all verties have degree at least three in G. Thus there must be edgesinident with the verties of B and B0 in addition to the edges shown Figure 14. Sine Gis simple, it has no multiple edges and sine B and B0 are barriers of G � e, b1b2 and b01b02annot be edges. However, sine the brik of G� e ontains K4, there must be at least oneedge joining B and B0. Now we onsider various possibilities.First let us show that b1b01 annot be an edge of G. For, suppose that that b1b01 is anedge of G. In this ase, regardless of where the additional edges inident with b2 and b02 are,it is easy to see that r(fv1; b1; b01g) would be a separating of G. This is impossible beauseG is solid. Therefore b1b01 annot be an edge of G. Similarly, b2b02 annot be an edge of G.As noted above, there must be at least one edge joining B and B0. Thus, either b1b02 orb01b2 is an edge of G. Using the symmetries of H, we may assume that b1b02 is an edge of G.Suppose that b01b2 is not an edge of G. Then, in order for b01 and b2 to have degree at leastthree, both b01v2 and b2v1 must be edges of G. It an be seen that H + b1b02 + b01v2 + b2v1is isomorphi to M8 and hene G� v1v2 is a brik. This is not possible by the hypothesis.Therefore, b01b2 must be an edge of G. The graph H + b1b02 + b01b2 is isomorphi to M8. AsH + b1b02 + b01b2 is a spanning subgraph of G, by the minimality of G it follows that G isisomorphi to M8.Case 2 The index of e is one and the nontrivial barrier of G� e has ardinality three.Let B := fb1; b2; b3g denote the barrier of G � e with I := fa1; a2g. Let v1, v2 and v3denote the three verties that are not in B [ I. Sine the underlying simple graph of the



How to Build a Brik 31brik of G� e must be K4, it follows that v1v2, v2v3 and v1v3 are edges of G. Furthermore,any perfet mathing of G ontaining the edge a1a2 must math the verties of B with theverties in fv1; v2; v3g. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that the graph Hshown in Figure 15 is a subgraph of G.PSfrag replaements a1 a2b1 b2 b3
v1 v2 v3Figure 15: A subgraph H of G when G� e has one barrier of size threeNote that all verties of G must have degree at least three and that no edge an jointwo verties of B or a vertex of I to a vertex that is not in B. So, we may assume that b1,is joined to v2 or v3 (or to both v2 and v3).If b1v2 is an edge and b3v1 is an edge, then r(fv1; v3; b3g) is a separating ut of H +b1v2 + b3v1. On the other hand, if b1v2 is an edge and b3v2 is an edge, then r(fa1; a2; b2g)is a separating ut of H + b1v2 + b3v2. Hene, we may assume that b1v2 is not an edge.Similarly, we may assume that b3v2 is not an edge. It follows that b1v3 and b3v1 are edgesof G. It an be veri�ed that H + b1v3 + b3v1 is isomorphi to S8. Hene, in this ase G isisomorphi to S8.Case 3 The index of e is one and the nontrivial barrier of G� e has ardinality two.Let B := fb1; b2g denote the nontrivial barrier of G � e and let a denote the isolatedvertex of G� e�B. Sine e is of index one, G0 := (G� e)ffb1; b2; ag ! xg must be a brik.Sine G is solid, G0 is solid. By Theorem 7.7, the underlying simple graph of G0 is the oddwheel W5. Let h denote the hub of G0 and let C := (v0; v1; v2; v3; v4; v0) denote its rim. Weonsider two subases depending on whether x is the hub of G0 or a vertex on the rim ofG0.Subase: Vertex x is the hub of G0: In G0, x is adjaent to eah vi. Therefore in G,eah vi must be adjaent to at least one of b1 and b2. Furthermore, sine the degrees of b1and b2 must be at least three, eah of them must be adjaent to at least two distint vi.Therefore, we may assume that there exists a partition of V (C) into two parts S1 and S2with jS1j = 3, jS2j = 2, suh that b1 is adjaent to all verties in S1 and b2 is adjaent toall verties in S2. We onsider two ases depending on whether or not S1 onsists of threeonseutive verties of C. In the �rst ase, we may assume that b1 is adjaent to v1; v2 and



32 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtyv3 and b2 is adjaent to v4 and v5. Edge e joins a to one of the verties of C. Thus, in thisase, graph G must be isomorphi to one of the three graphs (i), (ii) and (iii) in Figure 16.In the alternative ase, where the verties of S1 are not onseutive verties of C, G mustbe isomorphi to one of the �ve graphs (iv)-(viii) shown in Figure 16.The graph labeled (iii) in Figure 16 is isomorphi to S8. By deleting the edges indiatedin dotted lines in the graphs labeled (v) and (vi) in Figure 16, we obtain graphs isomorphito M8. In eah other ase, the graph has a separating ut onsisting of the oboundary ofthe set of the three verties indiated by solid dots.

PSfrag replaementsab1b2v1v2v3v4v5
(i) (ii) (iii)
(iv) (v) (vi)
(vii) (viii)Figure 16: The ase in whih x is the hub of G0Subase: Vertex x is on the rim of G0: Suppose that x = v0. Note that the onlyneighbours of x in G0 are v1, v4 and h. Therefore, a perfet mathing of G � fh; ag mustmath the verties in fb1; b2g with those fv1; v4g. Thus, we may assume without loss ofgenerality that b1v1 and b2v4 are edges of G. Furthermore, sine x is adjaent to h in G0, in



How to Build a Brik 33G, at least one of b1, b2 must be adjaent to h. Assume without loss of generality that b1 isadjaent to h. Also, sine b2 has degree at least three in G, either it is also adjaent to h orit is adjaent to v1. The edge e joins a to h or to one of the verties v1; v2; v3 and v4 on therim of C. Thus, it an be seen that, up to isomorphism, G must ontain one of the eightgraphs shown in Figure 17 as a subgraph. The �rst graph in the list is the odd wheel W7.The graph obtained by deleting the edges indiated by dotted lines from the sixth graphis isomorphi to M8. In all other ases, the oboundary of the set of verties indiated bysolid dots is a separating ut. 2
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(i) (ii) (iii)
(iv) (v) (vi)
(vii) (viii)Figure 17: The ase in whih x is on the rim of G07.2 Planar Solid BriksHere we shall prove that odd wheels are the only simple planar solid briks. The followingsimple fats an be gathered from the proofs the theorems onerning solid briks of ordersix and eight.



34 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyLemma 7.9No planar brik that is obtained by an expansion of the hub of W5 (up to multiple edges)by a barrier of size two is solid.Lemma 7.10No planar brik that is obtained by an expansion of a vertex of W3 (up to multiple edges)by a barrier of size three is solid.Lemma 7.11No planar brik that is obtained by an expansion of two verties of W3 (up to multipleedges) by barriers of size two is solid.More generally, it turns out that a simple planar solid brik G with jV (G)j � 6 an onlybe built from an odd wheel W on jV (G)j � 2 verties by means of an expansion of a vertexon the rim of W by a barrier of size two. In the remainder of this setion, we shall let Wdenote an odd wheel (up to multiple edges) with hub h and rim R := (v0; v1; v2; :::; v2n; v0).Lemma 7.12Let G be a simple planar brik obtained from an odd wheel W , of order �ve or more, bythe expansion of the hub h by a barrier of size two. Then G is nonsolid.Proof: By indution on jEj. If G has any multiple edges, we may delete a multiple edgeand apply indution. Therefore, we may suppose that G is simple. Also, by Lemma 7.9,the statement is true when W has order �ve. Hene we may assume that the order of W isat least seven.Sine every vertex on the rim is adjaent to the hub h in W , every vertex on the rim isadjaent to at least one of b1, b2 in G. Thus, as the rim has at least seven verties, we mayassume without loss of generality that b1 has at least four neighbours on the rim. Also,by the de�nition of the expansion under onsideration, both b1 and b2 have at least twodistint neighbours apart from a. Suppose �rst that there is a vertex vi on the rim that isadjaent to both b1 and b2 in G. This means that the edges e1 := b1vi and e2 := b2vi of Gorrespond to multiple edges of W inident with h. After the deletion of e1, both b1 andb2 still have at least two distint neighbours apart from a. Thus G � e1 is obtained fromW � e1 by the expansion of h by a barrier of size two. By the indution hypothesis, G� e1is nonsolid and hene, by Theorem 7.4, G is also nonsolid. Thus we may suppose that everyvertex on the rim is adjaent to preisely one of b1 and b2.Let M be a perfet mathing of G ontaining e. Then M mathes the verties infb1; b2; ag with three verties on the rim of W . Thus there is a spoke f of W inident withb1 that does not belong to M . The ut C := r(fb1; b2; ag) is a tight ut of G � e. Oneof the C-ontrations of G� e is W and f is removable in W . The other C-ontration ofG � e is a brae on four verties and f is a multiple edge in it. Thus, f is removable inboth the C-ontrations of G � e and, therefore, is removable in G � e. But sine f doesnot belong to the perfet mathing M , it follows that f is removable in G itself.Suppose that vi is the end of f on the rim of W . It is adjaent to the verties vi�1and vi+1 on the rim and to b1 and no other verties. Thus, in G � f the vertex vi hasdegree two. Let Y := fvi�1; vi; vi+1g. The graph W 0 := (W � f)fY ! yg is an odd wheel



How to Build a Brik 35(up to multiple edges) of order two less than that of W and G0 := (G � f)fY ! yg isobtained from W 0 by the expansion of h by a barrier of size two. (Sine b1 has at least fourdistint neighbours in G, it an be seen that in G0 both b1 and b2 have at least two distintneighbours on the rim of W 0.) It follows from Theorem 6.3 that G0 is a brik. Furthermore,sine G is planar, G0 is planar. By the indution hypothesis, G0 is nonsolid. As G0 is learlythe only brik of G � f , it follows from Theorem 7.3 that G � f is nonsolid. Finally, itfollows from Theorem 7.4 that G itself is nonsolid. 2In Lemma 7.13 we shall onsider a planar brik G that is obtained by the expansion ofa vertex of an odd wheel W by a barrier of size three and in Lemma 7.14 a planar brikthat is obtained by an expansion of two verties of W by barriers of size two. In the proofsof these Lemmas, under ertain onditions, it is possible to diretly �nd a separating utin G and dedue that it is nonsolid. In other ases, we �nd a suitable spoke f of W that isremovable in G and apply indution. The proofs in these ases are similar to the proof ofthe above Lemma.Lemma 7.13Let G be a planar brik obtained from an odd wheel W by the expansion of a vertex x bya barrier of size three. Then G is nonsolid.Proof: By indution on the order of jEj. If G has any multiple edges, we may delete amultiple edge and apply indution. Therefore, we may suppose that G is simple. Also, byLemma 7.10, the statement is true if W has order three. So, we may assume that the orderof W is at least �ve. We shall divide the proof into two ases depending on whether thevertex x is a vertex on the rim of W or is the hub h. (In the former ase, we shall take xto be v0.)Case 1: x = v0. LetM be a perfet mathing of G ontaining the edge e. Then,M mathesfb1; b2; b3g with fv1; h; v2ng. The rest of the edges of M are from the rim of W . Let f be aspoke of W joining h to v2. As in the proof of Lemma 7.12, it follows that f is removable inG. If f is a multiple edge, we an delete it and apply indution. If f is not a multiple edge,v2 has degree two in G� f and r(Y ), where Y = fv1; v2; v3g, is a tight ut of G� f . Sineall neighbours of b1, b2 and b3 in G are in the set fv1; h; v2ng, the number of neighboursof these verties in G0 := (G � f)fY ! yg are the same as those in G. Hene G0 may beregarded as an expansion of the vertex v0 on the rim of (W �f)fY ! yg by a barrier of sizethree. By indution hypothesis, G0 is nonsolid. As in the proof of Lemma 7.12, it followsthat G is nonsolid.Case 2: x = h. In this ase, it is straightforward to verify thatr(fa1; a2; b2g) is a separatingut of G. Hene G is nonsolid. 2Lemma 7.14Let G be a planar brik obtained from an odd wheel W by the expansion of two verties xand x0 by barriers of size two. Then G is nonsolid.



36 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyProof: By indution on jEj. As in the proof of the previous lemma, we may suppose thatG is simple and that the order of W is at least �ve. We shall onsider three di�erent asesdepending on the loations of the verties x and x0 in W .Case 1: One of the two verties x and x0 is the hub x := h of W . We may assume, withoutloss of generality, that G is obtained fromW by the expansion of the hub h by B := fb1; b2gand the vertex x0 := v0 on the rim by B0 := fb01; b02g. Using the notation in setion 6, Ghas an edge e joining a and a0 where a is an isolated vertex of G� B and a0 is an isolatedvertex of G�B0. A perfet mathing of G�B mathes the verties of B0 with the vertiesin fv1; v2ng. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that v1b01 and b02v2n are edgesof G. Furthermore, there is an edge in W joining h and v0. Thus, there must be at leastone edge of G joining a vertex in B to a vertex in B0. Thus, we may assume without lossof generality that b1b01 is an edge of G.We may extend the rim R of W to the iruit C := (a0; b01; v1; v2; :::; v2n; b02; a0). Byplanarity, the neighbours of b1 and b2 on C must onsist of non-overlapping segments ofthat iruit. Eah of these segments must have at least two verties. Let S1 and S2 denotethe segments of C, onsisting of the neighbours of b1 and b2, respetively. Verties b01 andv1 are ertainly in S1 and v2n is ertainly in S2. Vertex b02 may or may not belong to S2. Ifb02 belongs to S2, then b2b02 is an edge of G and M := fb1b01; aa0; b2b02; v1v2; :::; v2n�1v2ng is aperfet mathing of G ontaining e = aa0. On the other hand, if If b02 does not belong to S2,it must be adjaent to v1 inG. In this ase,M := fb1b01; aa0; b02v1; b2v2n; v2v3; :::; v2n�2v2n�1gis a perfet mathing of G ontaining e = aa0.If the vertex v2 is in both S1 and S2, then there are two spokes of W inident with v2.Let f := b1v2. In G� f , eah of the four verties in B [B0 has at least two neighbours notin fa; a0g and at least one neighbour in W � fh; v0g. Thus G � f may be regarded as anexpansion ofW�f at h and v0 by B and B0, respetively, and indution an be applied. So,suppose that there is only one spoke, say f , of W inident with v2. Then onsider the graphG0 : (G � f)fY ! yg and the odd wheel W 0 := (W � f)fY ! yg, where Y = fv1; v2; v3g.It an be veri�ed that G0 may be regarded as an expansion of W 0 at h and v0 by B and B0.By indution hypothesis G0 is nonsolid. As in the proof of Lemma 7.12, it follows that G isnonsolid.Case 2: x = vi and x0 = vj are non-adjaent verties on the rim of W .A perfet mathing of G�fh; ag mathes the verties of B with the verties in fvi�1; vi+1gand a perfet mathing of G � fh; a0g mathes the verties of B0 with the verties infvj�1; vj+1g. Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality thatC := (b1; a; b2; vi+1; :::; vj�i; b01; a0; b02; vj+1; :::; vi�1; b1)is a iruit of G. The edge e = aa0 and the edges inident with h belong to two overlappingbridges of C. Hene they must belong to di�erent residual domains of the Jordan urveC. We may assume that h is in the interior and e is the exterior of C. Using planarityand the fats that NW (x) = fvi�1; h; vi+1g and NW (x0) = fvj�1; h; vj+1g, it is now easyto dedue that NG(b1) = fvi�1; a; hg, NG(b2) = fvi+1; a; hg, NG(b01) = fvj�1; a0; hg andNG(b02) = fvj+1; a0; hg.



How to Build a Brik 37Sine C is an odd iruit, one of the two omponents, say P of C�fa; a0g is even. It anbe veri�ed that both r(P [ fhg)-ontrations of G are odd wheels (up to multiple edges).It follows that G is nonsolid.Case 3: x and x0 are adjaent verties on the rim of W . We may adjust notation so thatx = v0 and x0 = v1.A perfet mathing of G�B mathes the verties of B0 with the two verties in fh; v2gand a perfet mathing of G�B0 mathes the verties of B with the two verties in fh; v2ng.So, we may assume without loss of generality that v2nb1, b2h, b01h and b02v2 are edges of G.Thus C := (b1; a; a0; b02; v2; v3; :::; v2n; b1)is a iruit of G. The iruit C together with the spokes hv2; hv3; :::; and hv2n and the twopaths (h; b2; a) and (h; b02; a0) is a subdivision of an odd wheel and so has a unique embeddingin the plane. Now, using planarity, we may dedue that b1b01 and b2b02 annot be edges ofG. Sine v0 and v1 are adjaent in W , there must be at least one edge in G between B andB0. Thus, we may onlude that the set of edges between B and B0 is a nonempty subset offb1b02; b2b01g. If both b1b02 and b2b01 are edges of G, then fe; b1b02; b2b01; v2h; v3v4; :::; v2n�1v2ngis a perfet mathing of G ontaining the edge e. If b1b02 is an edge and b2b01, is not anedge, then b2v2n and b01v2 will have to be edges and fe; b1b02; b01v2; b2h; v3v4; :::; v2n�1v2ng is aperfet mathing of G. If b2b01 is an edge and b1b02, is not an edge, then b1h and b02h will haveto be edges and fe; b2b01; b1h; b02v2; v3v4; :::; v2n�1v2ng is a perfet mathing of G. In everyase, one an easily verify that the spoke f = hv3 an be deleted and indution applied todedue that G is nonsolid. 2Theorem 7.15Every simple solid planar brik G is an odd wheel.Proof: By indution on jEj. If G has four verties, the theorem is learly true. Therefore, wemay assume that jV j � 6. Thus, learly, G is distint from the three basi briks. Therefore,by Theorem 6.3, G is obtained by applying one of the four operations of expansion to aplanar solid brik G0 with jE(G0)j < jE(G)j. By indution hypothesis, the underlying simplegraph of G0 is an odd wheel. To onform to the notation we have been using, let us setW := G0.From Proposition 7.5 and Lemmas 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14, it follows that G is obtained byexpanding a vertex on the rim of W by a barrier of size two. Let us take that vertex x tobe v0. A perfet mathing of G� fa; hg mathes the verties of B with fv1; v2ng. Withoutloss of generality, we may assume that v1b1 and b2v2n are edges of G. Sine x and h areadjaent in W , at least one of b1 and b2 must be adjaent to h in G. Assume without lossof generality that b1h is an edge of G. We shall onsider two separate ases depending onwhether or not b2h is also an edge of G.Case 1: b2h 62 E(G). In this ase b2v1 must be an edge of G. Then, by planarity, edge emust join a to either h or to v2n. If ah is an edge, then G is nonsolid by Proposition 7.6. Ifav2n is an edge, then r(fa; b2; v2ng) is a separating ut of G and hene G is nonsolid.
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